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The phenomenon of system catastrophe often occurs in a system with a network 

structure. A system’s resources can be utilized in two different modes: efficiently or 

inefficiently. When actions with inefficient mode pose no threat to other users or, in 

other words, when they employ resources that would otherwise be idle, they do not 

waste the system's resources at all. But when critical levels of inefficient uses of sys-

tem's resources are reached, there is a sudden decrease in the capacity of the system 

due to the multiplication effect of inefficient factors. This collective inefficiency re-

sults in everyone getting worse in average. The common theme behind the catastrophe 

phenomenon demonstrates a possible explanation for the famous question about the 

choice between market and hierarchy. That is, when all firms pursue their own indi-

vidual interests, resulting in a collective breakdown, they turn to consolidated ways of 

carrying out transactions. 



I. Introduction 

What is a phenomenon of system catastrophe? Taking a telephone network as an 

example, direct connection of a call is the most economic way to service it in terms of 

resources utilization. However, for a telephone user, it may not the only way to get 

service in terms of instant connection, especially when the direct route is busy. In 

general, the telephone network allows the call to be re-routed through an indirect 

route that is available at the time. For example, if the direct route from New York to 

San Francisco is busy, a call from NY to SF can choose the route from NY via Chica-

go to SF. Even though the indirectly routed call employs double resources in the net-

work, the routing strategy is still the most efficient, given that the network is lightly 

loaded. However, when the network becomes busy, this call will “squeeze” out anoth-

er call from its direct route. For example, a call from Chicago to SF may have to go 

through Columbus to make the connection, and utilize double resources in that net-

work, also. As the network becomes busier, more calls are forced to go through indi-

rect routes, and eventually an alleged “catastrophe” occurs, i.e. the collective effi-

ciency of the network declines. That is to say, a network with a capacity of two mil-

lion calls is now able to carry only 1.2 million calls. Waste of network resources may 

not be very prominent at first, but when system catastrophe occurs, there is a sudden 

decrease in network capacity. This collective inefficiency results in every call getting 

worse service in average. 

We live in a world in which resources are shared. Resources, however, are not 

available to all the people at all the same cost. Geographic distance can be one factor 

that renders a type of resource (rice, for example) cheap to some people and expen-

sive to others. We can model the world with a network whose nodes represent the 

places where goods are created (the origins) or where they are sent (the destinations). 

The links of the network, on the other hand, represent the availability of resources 

from place to place (origin to destination). The cost asymmetry as stated above can 

then be expressed by the fact that a one-link path (or direct path, i.e. a path consisting 

of only one link) represents the cheapest means for conveying resources, and that a 

two-link path is the next cheapest means, and so on. 

A peculiar aspect of the network environment is that each direct path can overlap 

with many two-link paths. For example, in Figure 1, the direct path between A and B 

overlaps the two-link path connecting A and C via node B, and it also overlaps the 

path connecting A and D via B. 



Figure 1. A network model. 

Thus in a system with a network structure, the resources of communication 

channels is also shared among all possible users of the network. The resulting situa-

tion is rather complex. For goods to be transported from one place to another, say 

from A to C, the cheapest rate would be to go through the path that directly connects A 

and C. If, however, this path is fully occupied while links AB and BC are not, then it 

would be worthwhile to go through the two-link path that passes through B. 

This strategy, however, is optimal to users only when they do not have any idea 

about the traffic conditions in the network. If all users applied this strategy, ignoring 

what others are doing, then the resources of that network will not be used efficientally. 

Just think about what would happen if too much traffic poured into the network 

blocking up all direct paths. Then all individual users who are unable to cross their 

direct paths would be competing to use some two-link path. Let us assume that one 

such user wants to ship its goods from A to C, and is lucky enough to find the indirect 

path ABC open at the moment. Having sent away its goods on that path, this aggres-

sive user will immediately block the way of any potential user who wants to ship their 

goods from A to B, as well as blocking the way of any other user who wants to ship 

goods from B to C. 

Inefficient utilization of resources does not stop at this point. The users who are 

unable to follow their direct paths will proceed to make an attempt at securing some 

other indirect path. Each successful action as such will further increase the waste of 

the system’s resources, in the sense that two units of resources are used to serve one 

customer instead of two. The chain reaction goes on, resulting in a tremendous waste 

of system resources. 

Indeed, such inefficient use of a system’s resources has been shown to take place 

in a paper entitled "The Overload Performance of Engineered Networks with Nonhi-

erarchical and Hierarchical Routing" (Akinpelu, 1984). This paper notes that in a tel-

ephone network capable of nonhierarchical (dynamic) routing, a telephone call can 

either take a direct path or an indirect path. When a call arrives and its direct path is 

blocked at that moment, the network allows the call to be re-routed through an indi-

rect path. In this simulation study, the total load being introduced into the network 
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was set at a sufficiently high level so that, with the slight addition of a few calls, the 

network became overloaded. When it did, the study shows a catastrophic phenomenon 

occurred. Waste of system’s resources may not be evident in the beginning, but when 

critical levels are reached, there is a sudden decrease in the capacity of the network. 

This type of congestion not only occurs in telephone traffic, but also in highway 

traffic. When automobiles want to change lanes, they behave like indirectly routed 

calls: they essentially take away both the road space they intend to leave and also the 

space they intend to settle in. In highway traffic, reduction of the system’s efficiency 

is likely to occur when two automobiles want to compete for the same space. In this 

scenario as well, a chain reaction can easily be set off. When one car changes lanes, it 

causes neighboring cars to do the same, which in turn affects their neighbors, and so 

on. It is changing of lanes that can decrease the traffic flow. The simple fact that there 

is too much traffic on the road can have the same effect. An automobile, even without 

changing lanes, requires a safety distance between it and the nearest vehicles to main-

tain its speed up at a certain level. When this safety distance is encroached upon by 

another automobile, the car’s speed will also be lowered in order to avoid unantici-

pated events. When one car slows down, it also slows down the cars behind it. Thus, 

if the automobiles move along in lines on a road, the diminished speed of any auto-

mobile will cause a diminished speed in the automobiles behind it. 

These two samples illustrate one common theme. A system’s resources can be 

utilized in two different modes: efficiently or inefficiently. In the telephone network, a 

call that is put through a direct path makes efficient use of the system’s resources. 

When a call is put through an indirect path and takes away the ability of some other 

users to make a direct connection, it makes inefficient use of the system’s resources. 

In the highway system, when an automobile shifts to occupy a new space, hindering 

other automobiles from keeping up their normal speed, it is making inefficient use of 

that system’s resources. 

Having said this, we do not imply that indirect telephone calls or automobiles 

that change lanes always act inefficiently. When their actions pose no threat to other 

users or, in other words, when they employ resources that would otherwise be idle, 

they do not waste the system's resources at all. Thus, for users of a system to act op-

timally, they are required to switch modes dynamically between an efficient mode and 

an inefficient mode. How to switch modes without curbing the overall performance 

constitutes the reason why these systems as they appear are difficult to regulate. 

The theoretical implications behind the above reasoning are also significant and 

provocative in terms of social phenomena. They illustrate a scenario in which the 

pursuit of maximal interest of individuals involved in an inefficient mode for getting 

resources may result in a system breakdown, despite the fact that the same behaviors 



may bring benefits under a different set of circumstances. If we consider a telephone 

network as a special case of a transaction system, then the conclusion one draws for 

the former can be generalized to the latter. In terms of the problems that arise in dy-

namic routing, an effective means of avoiding the catastrophe is to alter the way sys-

tem resources are distributed. We will argue that this is exactly the approach that 

many transaction systems have used upon realizing severe competition for production 

resources was yielding similar consequences. 

II. Modeling System catastrophe  

Some good analytical works have been established (Markbukh 1981, 1983; Mitra 

and Gibbens 1992; Mitra, Gibbens and Huang 1993) to model and analyze telephone 

networks with the aforementioned routing capability. These works involve complex 

mathematical modeling and focus on highly technical issues. In this article, we want 

to consider the problem from a broader viewpoint. We thus develop a model, which 

we believe provides better intuition about the social aspect of the phenomenon, and 

also demonstrates the fact that over-competition for system resources can drive the 

whole system to collapse. 

Since the social aspect of the phenomenon is the core of our concern, we will use 

factories and suppliers as the basic elements in our model. Thus, we assume that there 

are J factories and J up-stream suppliers in a transaction system. Each factory Fj is 

associated with a supplier Sj (Fj and Sj may either belong to the same hierarchical 

system, or Sj is a subcontractor of Fj in a network) for j = 1, 2, ..., J. Here in our model, 

we do not assume that Sj and Fj hold such a rigid relationship that Fj obtains its com-

plete supplies from Sj. We only assume that Sj is more efficient in processing orders 

from Fj than those from Fk, for k j.  

For this reason, we say that the resources of Sj is divided into two separate lines, 

the shared line, rendering service to all factories, and the consolidated line, rendering 

service to Fj only. Since the shared line of each supplier is open to all factories, we 

consider that there is only one shared line in the whole system, although its resources 

are drawn from different suppliers. In quantitative term, our first assumption can be 

expressed in the following statement. 

(1) Supplier Sj requires one unit of resources to process the orders of factory Fj, 

and E units for processing the orders from Fk, for k j. Moreover, E > 1. 

Note that it is not assumed in our model that the shared line and consolidated 

lines are physically or functionally separated. Their difference lies in the efficiency of 

fulfilling orders. Thus, in the telephone network, the connection of a call via direct 

path (consolidated line) employs one unit of system resources and is more efficient 

than the connection via an indirect path (shared line) that employs double resources. 



Likewise, meeting the demands of familiar (or trusted) customers can be more effi-

cient than meeting the demands of average customers, due to the acquaintance with 

the partners' ways of doing business and handling legal matters of transactions. 

The rest of our assumptions are given as follows. 

(2) Each factory Fj first sends its orders to Sj. But, if the order has not been com-

pleted by Sj, Fj will appeal to the open market (the shared line) to complete 

its unfulfilled orders. Those orders that are sent to the consolidated lines will 

be referred as consolidated-line demands and those that are overflowed to the 

open market as shared-line demands.  

(3) The open market provides better profits to induce suppliers to set higher pri-

ority towards its demands. Thus, suppliers devote their resources to 

shared-line demands first, and only employ their leftover capacities to meet 

consolidated-line demands.  

(4) Each supplier evenly assumes the burdens of shared-line demands. 

(5) Each supplier processes orders at a rate of P at each time period. 

(6) The orders issued from each factory form a uniform and continuous stream, 

at the rate of O at each period.  

Having described the general setting of the model, we now stipulate the follow-

ing scenario. The orders of each retailer, in general, arrive at a rate lower than the 

processing speed of the factories, that is, if we set OP  , then 0 . At the ini-

tial unit of time t0, however, each supplier Sj receives P +  orders from retailer Fj, and 

thereby an excessive amount  is unprocessed by Sj at the end of time t0 and will be 

redistributed to all other suppliers.  

Let Uj(n) denote the amount of orders unprocessed by Sj at the end of time tn, for 

n = 0, 1, 2, ... Then for j = 1, 2, ..., J, 

)0(jU , 

At the next time unit t1, Sj receives 1/(J-1) proportion of unprocessed jobs from 

each of the other J-1 factories. It thus receives Uj(0) unprocessed jobs in total. These 

jobs become shared-line demands and will require Uj(0)E resources to process. 

Moreover, since supplier Sj first devotes its resources to satisfy this need, it has only P 

- Uj(0)E resources left for the consolidated-line demands. Each consolidated-line de-

mand requires one unit of resources, so the unfulfilled jobs of Sj at time t1 becomes 

  EEUEUPOU jjj )0())0(()1( , 

As time goes by, the quantity Uj evolves as follows. 
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Note that (1) and (2) are valid only when the following conditions hold together. (i) 

The right-hand side of the equality is positive. If the value is negative, then Uj(m) be-

comes zero for all nm  . (ii) PEnU j  )1( . 

We now say that system catastrophe occurs if PEnU j )(  at some time period 

tn. Why do we stipulate this condition? Because, when it holds, the network would use 

up all its resources (at moment tn) for serving shared-line demands, leaving no re-

sources at all for any consolidated-line demands. 

Note that, in stating the above scenario, we have assumed that the processing or-

der P is always greater than the amount of orders O, except at the very first stage t0 

when there is an excess of orders in the amount of  . Let us now further assume that 

this excessive amount is so small that the following inequality holds: PE  . 

We now examine the following two alternative possibilities. 

Case 1:   )1(E . 

Obviously,  

PEEU j  )0( .  

Furthermore, Uj(1)E is either 0, or 

PEEEEEUEU jj   )())0(()1( . 

Likewise, Uj(2)E is either 0, or 

PEEEEEUEU jj   )())1(()2( . 

  



If we go on like this, we can prove that Uj(n)E < P for every n. We thus conclude 

that system catastrophe will never occur in this case. ▌ 

Case 2:   )1(E . 

The right-hand side of (2) is always positive, and the value of Uj(n) grows at a 

exponential rate of n. Thus, sooner of later Uj(n)E will exceed P and the catastrophe 

ensues. For this reason, “   )1(E ” will be referred to as catastrophic condition. ▌ 

We are thus facing two alternative situations (a bifurcation). When 

)1/(  E , system catastrophe occurs. That is, when the initial excess of order   

rises above the level of spare capacity   to such an extent, the system resources will 

be gradually eaten up by overflowed jobs (i.e., the unprocessed jobs that flow back to 

the network). Moreover, if we look at (2), the amount of overflowed jobs grows ex-

ponentially. Thus, very quickly, the system resources will be completely used up by 

them. On the other hand, when )1/(  E , no such thing happens. Moreover, the 

amount of unprocessed jobs will either remain constant, when )1/(  E , or de-

cays exponentially to zero, when )1/(  E . 

To obtain the same conclusions by way of a more graphical method, we note that 

the accumulation of unprocessed jobs behaves like the following iterative process. 

 
 EnUEnUPOnU jjj )1())1(()(
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As is illustrated in Figure 2, the “equilibrium point” of this iterative process is 

just the intersection point of the line y = F(x) and the diagonal line y = x, and can be 

found by solving the following equation. 

).(xFx   

The solution is found to be ).1/( E  Moreover, this equilibrium is unstable for the 

following reasons. If the amount of unprocessed jobs starts to be a quantity 1  that is 

greater than )1/( E , as shown in Figure 2, then the amount of unprocessed jobs 

will spiral upwards till the value P is reached. On the other hand, if the amount of un-

processed jobs starts to be a quantity 0  smaller than )1/( E , then it will spiral 

downwards till the value zero is reached. Thus, any slight deviation from the equilib-

rium point will drive the total amount of unprocessed jobs to either increase or de-

crease, proving that we have an unstable equilibrium. Moreover, as implied by for-

mula (2), the rate of deviation is exponentially fast. The instability of the equilibrium 

has, of course, to do with the fact that the slope E of the line y = F(x) is greater than 



that of the diagonal line, which is 1. If E is a quantity smaller than 1, then )1/( E  

would become a stable equilibrium. 
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Figure 2. The iterative process. 

Let us now see what would happen if a different strategy is taken by the suppli-

ers, under the same condition that the initial amount of unprocessed jobs is  . We 

assume that all suppliers are constrained to receive orders only from their associated 

factories, then the inefficiency factor does not play any role and the unfulfilled orders 

will be eventually absorbed, no matter how large the amount is initially. 

To prove the last assertion, we note that even though there is an initial access of 

orders in the amount of  , there is nevertheless spare capacity   at each subse-

quent time unit. Since the amount of unprocessed jobs remains constant (it never gets 

multiplied), it will be absorbed at time unit tn with  n . So, it becomes obvious 

from the above argument that when initial amount of unprocessed jobs exceeds the 

critical point )1/( E , a better strategy for suppliers to take is to switch their strat-

egy from an aggressive mode (taking jobs from any factories) to a conservative mode 

(taking jobs only from their alliance factories). 

Let us consider one more scenario. We assume that orders from factories arrive 

at the same rate as the processing speed of suppliers, namely, P = O. At the initial time 



t0, however, there is an excess of orders in the amount of  . From (1), it follows that 

  n

j EnU )( ,  

for every n > 0, since 0 OP  under this new assumption. 

Thus, the quantity Uj gets multiplied at each time unit. On the other hand, if we 

assume that all suppliers receive orders only from their associated factories, then a 

totally different outcome would ensue: the number of unprocessed jobs remains con-

stant (= ) for all the time! Here, again, a great dichotomy lies between the instance in 

which unprocessed jobs flow to the open market (shared line) and that in which they 

do not. 

Despite the simplicity, our model is useful for revealing the fact that “multiplica-

tion effect” in a market system is responsible for the onset of undesirable conse-

quences. The key ingredient of this model is the asymmetry between the cost of doing 

business with familiar (or trusted) customers and with average customers. Moreover, 

the cost asymmetry can be multiplied when the suppliers become overloaded.  

In view of this result, the best strategy during times of congestion is for individ-

ual firms to restrict their choices of business partners in the transaction system. Con-

solidation, rather than open market, is the best strategy when system’s resources be-

come severely constrained. Thus, as suggested by this analysis, reduction of collective 

inefficiency constitutes the motivation for the firms to adopt consolidated behavior, in 

the forms of either hierarchies or networks, as observed in many industries. Note that 

a similar strategy, called trunk reservation strategy, is utilized in managing telephone 

networks in order to correct the ill effects caused by dynamic routing (Krupp 1982). 

Such a strategy has the effect of excluding overflowed calls from any one-link paths 

that are already heavily loaded. Thus, for example, when the direct path between NY 

and SF is near full occupation, it only accepts those calls between NY and SF.  

Although mathematically assured, the possible occurrence of catastrophe during 

congestions may still take some people with surprise. It may be felt that the brief up-

surge of demands should stimulate the growth of supplies that in turn helps diminish 

the unfulfilled orders. Our model, on the other hand, asserts the opposite. The reason 

this model predicts differently comes from a special assumption: there is a tightness 

of capacity in the network. Such tightness serves as a barrier on which the excessive 

demands keeps making stronger and stronger rebounds, thus generating undesirable 

consequences. While this assumption is certainly true of telephone network, since its 

capacity can not be expanded randomly upon any transient upsurge of call requests, 

some people may wonder: is the same hypothesis still true when applied to the busi-

ness realm? Before we answer this question, we first note that our conclusion does not 

hinge upon the fixed amount of total resources (in our case, the quantity P). In fact, 



the result only relies upon the fixed amount of  , i.e., the difference between de-

mands and supplies. In fact, we now show that even this constancy assumption is not 

necessary for deriving the catastrophic result.  

Let us consider the following scenario, which may better reflect what happened 

in the early phase of many industries. 

(a)  An excessive demand   occurs at the initial time.  

(b)  Both the supplies P and demands O grow with time. 

(c)  However, the growth of P lags behind that of O. That is, if OPn   at 

the nth time unit, then n  decreases with n. This assumption, we might say, 

reflects the tightness of resources on the supply side.  

(d)  The following catastrophic condition holds: 1)1(  E . Note that this is 

similar to the condition of case 2, with   now replaced by  1. 

From the above assumptions, the amount of unfulfilled orders at the end of tn can 

be derived as 
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Since 1)1(  E , the amount of unfulfilled orders grows at least exponen-

tially fast. Note that, in deriving the above results, we only use the fact that n  is de-

creasing, and do not rely upon the growth of demands and supplies at all. But both 

conditions are what most likely happened in the early period of industries. That is, 

after a brief upsurge of demands, both the supplies and demands grow but the growth 

of the former lags behind that of the latter. We shall look for theoretical implications 

of this model in the next section. 

III. Theoretical Implications for Organizational Studies  

The common theme of the above analytical models demonstrates a possible ex-



planation for the famous question about the choice between market and hierarchy (or 

network; Williamson 1975, 1981; Powell 1990). That is, when all firms pursue their 

own individual interests in open market, resulting in a collective breakdown, they turn 

to consolidated ways of carrying out transactions. This reveals an important phenom-

enon in transaction systems: turning to the open market may further decrease effi-

ciency in fulfilling customer demands. The inefficiency factor comes from two 

sources: 

(i) There is originally a cost asymmetry between open-market business relations 

and consolidated relations--that is, high transaction cost.  

(ii) The inefficient factors can be multiplied when a system’s resources become 

extremely tight, while competition for them remains unrestricted.  

The multiplication effect is shown to exist when a market is gripped by a low 

supply of resources, causing the growth of supply to lag behind that of demand. When 

system catastrophe occurs, the theory predicts the following results. 

(1) The system‘s collective efficiency will decline sharply. 

(2) A competitive edge gained through consolidated relations starts to manifest 

itself. 

(3) The higher the original cost asymmetry is, the sooner and the more signifi-

cant the catastrophic effect appears.  

 In brief, turning to the open market is a good strategy for maximizing each in-

dividual's interests when system resources are abundant. However, when resources 

become tight and the multiplication effect sets in, consolidation among business part-

ners makes for a better strategy than the open pursuit of that system’s resources. Con-

solidated trading partnerships include two categories—those which occur in hierar-

chies and those in so called “network organizations.” In the following sections, we 

will demonstrate how the system catastrophe theory can interpret the rise of network 

organizations. 

The rise of network organizations has been seen in many industries since the 

1980s. Strategic alliances and subcontracting systems have become a widespread 

phenomenon among US corporations. Small and medium sized firms relying on a 

network form of organization gained increasingly important status not only in terms 

of their numbers, but also in terms of the quality of goods and services produced. 

These organizations were responded for 19 million new jobs created in the US during 

the 80s, especially those in high-tech industries (Case 1992). The structure of the 

computer industry took a surprising turn from near-monopoly to intense competition 

with the formation of numerous alliances, following IBM’s loss of hegemony in the 

80s. Biotechnology followed a similar path, in which small research teams and bio-

technology firms, which constituted roughly 50% of the industry, established strategic 



alliances with hospital, chemical, pharmaceutical, or energy companies in order to test, 

produce, and market their innovations (Barley et. al. 1992).   

Why do firms prefer to establish long-lasting business relationships with trading 

partners rather than venture into the open market? 

 Several theories have sought to explain the competitive edge of network organ-

izations. The most popular explanation for the effectiveness of network organizations 

is the doctrine of flexible specialization. Piore and Sabel first proposed a “dual-

ism-like” organizational theory which argued that multi-divisional and mul-

ti-functional firms are well-suited for mass-production, whereas changing and frag-

mented markets are best tackled by flexible specialization (1984). Since the mass 

production economy has been in decline following the energy crises of the 1970s, 

flexible and specialized production, among other strategies, has seemed to provide 

solid hope towards building future economic prosperity. In particular, the contribution 

of subcontracting networks to flexible production has been thoroughly studied (such 

as Baker 1992; Hamilton and Kao 1990; Ka 1993). These studies have found that be-

cause small units have a shorter command hierarchy, flexible structure, less bureau-

cratic regulations, direct access to market information, and a narrow gap between 

“conception and execution” (Perrow 1992), they are good at responding to the de-

mands of irregular markets quickly. Subcontracting networks provide small units with 

forward and backward linkages, in which small units can concentrate their limited re-

sources on only one small phase of the production/marketing process. Consequently, 

network forms of organization naturally tend to breed specialization through a large 

number of flexible small firms (Luo 1997, 1998).  

Taking a different approach from the above-stated theory, which emphasize 

firm-level advantages, collective efficiency offers another explanation of competitive 

edge of network organizations. In answering why the Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) 

surpassed Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), Saxenian (1994) attributed 

Hewlett-Packard’s performance not to micro-level managerial or strategic factors, but 

rather to macro-level regional advantage. In a comparison of the development trajec-

tories for Silicon Valley (where HP is based) and Route 128 (where DEC is based), 

Saxenian attributed the success of Silicon Valley to its different style of doing busi-

ness. Namely, Silicon Valley forms subcontracting networks and alliances, rather than 

building a vertically integrated bureaucratic structure in an open-market environment. 

Similar regional advantages have been found not only in the high-tech industry of 

Silicon Valley, but also in other industries, such as knitwear production in Modena, 

Italy (Lazerson 1988), precision machine tool manufacturing in Baden-Wuerttemberg, 

Germany (Piore and Sabel 1984), and personal computer production in Northern 

Taiwan (Chang and Kao 1996), etc. A widely accepted explanation for regional col-



lective efficiency points to the effect of knowledge diffusion. The influence of infor-

mal relationship networks to information flow has been observed by many sociolo-

gists (such as Granovetter 1973; Burt 1992). Everett Rogers also realized how im-

portant diffusion networks are in adopting new innovations (1995), and thus keeping 

regional technology state-of-the-art. He attributes the flourishing of diffusion net-

works in Silicon Valley to the high-frequency of personal interaction there, which fa-

cilitates inter-professional and inter-disciplinary communication (Rogers and Larsen 

1984). Saxenian also pointed out the importance of Silicon Valley‘s social life, city 

design and professional associations in encouraging the development of such personal 

interactions, which in turn often stimulates knowledge exchange and entrepreneurship 

in the informal arena. Such networking among corporations helps to build a vibrant 

diffusion network (1994).   

System catastrophe points to an alternative explanation based on collective effi-

ciency of a system, too. It is an extension of William's Transaction Economics, in 

which high transaction cost is taken as the key to explaining why firms do business in 

hierarchies instead of in markets. Similarly, the cost asymmetry between networks 

and markets is the basic incentive that encourages firms to turn from open markets to 

consolidated partnerships in the catastrophe theory. However, Transaction Economics 

focuses on micro-level analysis. In its explanation, when the inefficiency factor (E) of 

a transaction is greater than one (refers to Assumption 1 in page 4; in other words, 

transaction cost is high), an individual firm may direct that transaction into a consoli-

dated channel (i.e. hierarchies in Williamson's case). We found that firms actually re-

spond to this inefficient trading method collectively when   )1(E (refers to 

Case 2 in page 6), since system catastrophe heavily influences an individual's effi-

ciency beyond this critical point. This model suggests three theoretical implications: 

(a) The higher the cost asymmetry between consolidated partners and open 

markets is, the earlier catastrophe phenomenon will occur. 

(b) Inability of a system’s resources to grow in pace with the demands of its us-

ers sets off multiplication effects pertaining to cost asymmetry, and collec-

tive efficiency of the open market system declines sharply.  

(c) Based on the above two factors, the competitive edge of consolidated trading 

channels emerges suddenly following this critical point 

In other words, Transaction Economics proposes the condition E > 1 for indi-

vidual firms choosing between consolidated channels (hierarchies in its theory) and 

markets. But when E > 1 and   )1(E , the best choice for an individual firm 

may not be to succumb to the pressure of collective behavior. Only when catastrophe 

conditions   )1(E  emerge can the whole system restructure itself. 

While further empirical testing against data is necessary, catastrophe phenome-



non can be taken as a complementary theory to the doctrine of flexible specialization. 

Piore and Sabel (1984) proposed three kinds of environments which best suit for the 

needs of network organizations (also pointed out by Baker 1992). 

1. A complex market, involved with complex knowledge content.  

2. A fragmented market. 

3. A turbulent and changing environment.  

System catastrophe is a detailed explanation of this famous observation, since it 

demonstrates the cost asymmetry between networks and markets as well as system 

inefficiency in the three conditions:   

(1) Complex and changing technology means high transaction costs in searching 

for information and supplies. A subcontracting network is better than open market 

system because it is able to reduce the cost of searching for information.  

(2) A fragmented market partitions resources available for the system. Different 

types of inventory may pile up according to the demands of the fragmented market. 

This causes high demand for supplies and raises the cost of inventory, especially when 

system resources are not available for keeping factories' assembly lines open. Con-

solidated behavior can effectively reduce the cost of inventory. 

(3) With rapid change, a market becomes unstable and its trends become difficult 

to predict in the long-term, resulting in the inability of suppliers to meet market de-

mand, particularly when heavy demand emerges suddenly in an uncertain market. In 

this situation, firms need to maintain an inventory to protect themselves from the im-

pact of market uncertainty, and consolidated networks help reduce this high inventory 

cost. 

In order to make more precise conclusions than those we have covered in this ar-

ticle, this model certainly requires further elaboration. For example, we assume hier-

archies and networks to be one in the same, just as Williamson did. However, Powell 

(1990) pointed out that networks must be considered as a separate category, distin-

guished from hierarchies. We chose to ignore this distinction in our model for the sake 

of simplicity. The model upon which we based sufficiently served our purposes, 

namely, to explore the causes and impacts of system catastrophe. In no way is our 

model intended to exclude other possible explanations of the consolidated behavior of 

organizations. Indeed, research in the area of collective efficiency has only just begun, 

and there are many other aspects of this subject that have yet to be explored. It is our 

hope that this paper will serve as a catalyst in sparking such further researches. 
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